
  

 

 

Dear Helix Dealers: 

 

This month's sales tip comes from David S. in New York.  He has some new, 

interesting, and effective points on how he sells Helix.  Enjoy! 

 

Laura Arledge 

Sales and Marketing Administrator 

HELIX COMPANY 

The World's First Lateral Trainer 

 

Direct Line: (937) 481-1454 | Corp. Line: (888) 435-4926 

laura@helixco.com | www.helixco.com 

 

     I’ve been successful with Helix by doing 2 simple things - I sell it as "a Lifestyle 

Experience" and I take away the intimidation factor.  The Lifestyle Experience is all 

about a "Who’s Who" of celebrities we know who use and own Helix.  I talk about 

our successes selling it to athletes and how all the celebrities are using it and how 

every home should have one.  When it’s not something people are used to they 

want to know,  "Well, who else uses it?" so I stress this first.  (Editors Note: Those 

of you in regions where we have 24 Hr Clubs using Helix can use that 

knowledge.  Also, don’t forget about the Cleveland Cavs, New England Patriots, 

and all eBay corporate gyms having Helix).  Then I take away the intimidation 

factor.  Most people will try to give every excuse:  "It’s not what I came in for.  It 

looks like you can get hurt on it.  It’s not what I’m used to.  What If I don’t like it?  I 

don’t even know how to use it, etc." so I take all that away.  I get on the machine 



 

and demo.  I show the specific areas and how it works them (general use, front 

core, glute regions) and while I’m doing that I talk about the facts - lighter on the 

joints, 40 percent more muscle activation, more effective cardio training, 

etc.  People let their guard down and get on the machine.  Once they get ON  the 

machine it’s a “wrap” because the Helix is the quickest burn in the industry.  You 

can feel it right away.  At that point I have the sale. We talk about how they have 

not had successes with the" conventional" products so now it’s time to try "the 

cutting edge" ( back to the Lifestyle Experience).  I sell about 3 per month, about 

35 to 40 per year, (Maybe one of these days I’ll start collecting my spiffs!) and what 

I’ve explained here has been very effective for me.  I love Helix!  If there is 

anything else I can do to help let me know. 

 

~ David S. 

  
 

 


